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Parton correlations - in diﬀraction & the nucleon wave function

Reaching x ~10-6 and x~ 1 (xA> 1)
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Probing correlations of partons near nucleon edge (nucleon periphery)

in Multi Parton Interactions (MPI)
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Peripheral pp - main source of
hard diffraction
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Central pp

Diﬀraction with production of two jets.
Usually assumed
dif f (2jets

+ X) =

parton parton

⇥ f (x1 .pt )fpom (x2 , pt ) ⇥ Gap surv. prob

Looking for breaking of soft factorization – universality of the gap survival
probability. For example, one may expect that for xp close to one dominant
configuration in a proton interacting with Pomeron are smaller than average,
which may lead to an increase of the gap survival probability (large xp can be
reached using a very forward detector (VFD) at much smaller pt).
Evidence for correlation of the interaction strength and xp from centrality
dependence of pA collisions for xp > 0.3 at LHC and RHIC (Brian Cole’s talk
at June meeting)
σ (xp =0.6 )/ σtot (pp ) ~ 0.6
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Consider pp →p + X
(x1+ x2)/xPom distribution change with t
X = 4 jets + Y
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Questions:
Is distribution in x1, x2 product of two GPDs

Absolute rate - sensitive to transverse size of the
“Pomeron” exchange - smaller size - larger cross section
Is there dependence on t of x1, x2 distributions: large t
closer to perturbative regime harder spectrum in x1+x2

jet1
jet2
jet3 ☀ Large -t > few GeV2
Is there a peak near δ(x1+x2 - xPom) ?
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reminder: diﬀractive gluon pdf strong at x/xPom >0.5
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t1

Consider reaction (2) pp →p p + X
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compare with the study of the pp →p + X (reaction 1)

p

t2

X=4 jets +Y; 4 jets
Are double diffractive PDFs the same ?
☀ relative rates of (1) and (2) - is gap survival

becomes larger for large t?

☀ would gap survival changes with t2 when t1 is already large?
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Proton dissociation into three high pt jets measures high energy color
transparency and proton 3 quark wave function - similar process was
observed in the pion - nucleus scattering - πA→ 2jets + A (good
agreement with our predictions)
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Lego plot for 3 jet
coherent production

pp → leading neutron + 2 jets + p
Analog of πA→ 2jets + A

better acceptance?
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xGN(x,Q2 ~ 100 GeV2)

∝ x -1/2
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Rapidity gap events in ultraperipheral pA➝ A + J/ψ +Y at large t.
Mo;va;on – can cover larger rapidity gaps and hence study BFKL pomeron
energy dependence. in the kinema;cs where hard scales are present on both
ends of the ladder. Also, in AA collisions this process can be used to study
propaga;on of ultra high energy small color dipoles through the nuclear
media.
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Centrality of collisions
Explore dependence of pA collisions on centrality using a run with lighter nuclei. Would help to
investigate how various processes depend on the length of the path in nuclear matter.

Use VFD to build a set of triggers for centrality of pp collisions. One possible trigger activity in
the fragmentation regions of two protons. Example of observable: rate of jet production at
central rapidities as a function of activity in the fragmentation: no hadron production at large x more central collisions.
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MPI with pp and pA

Study of MPI at large x1+ x2 – aim correla<ons of quarks in nucleons (pp).
enhancement of 4→4 as compared to 2 →4
due to larger probability to find two quarks with x=0.3 than one with x=0.6

Comparison of pA and pp to separate longitudinal and transverse correlations,
use centrality to measure the strength of soft interaction as a function of x1+ x2

GPDs allow to measure 3 D distribution of single parton in nucleon.
MPI (pp+pA) : double parton 3D image + global size information
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VFD allows to reach x ~ 10-6÷ 10-7

● Black disk limit (limit of 100% absorption) / saturation effects due to the small x
effects: in proton - proton/nucleus collisions a parton with given x1 resolves partons in
another nucleon down to

x2 =

2
4p? /x1 s

x1 = 0.1, p? = 2GeV /c ! x2min = 10
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Near GZK x1 = 0.1, p? = 2GeV /c ! x2min = 10
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At LHC

implications for GZK protons
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PROBING SMALL-x PARTON DENSITIES IN PROTON- . . .

FIG. 3. The gluon momentum distribution with error bars calculated from the jet1 g cross section and a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 100 pb21 .

FIG. 5. The ū antiquark momentum distribution with error bars
calculated from the Drell-Yan cross section and a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 100 pb21 .

der cross sections shown in Fig. 4. Again, the relatively large
smaller than those from qq̄. Using quark distributions q(x 2 )
cross sections lead to a large number of events expected at
which are well determined for large x 2 , one may then extract
the LHC. More significantly, by measuring cross sections at
antiquark densities q̄(x) at small x. We show in Fig. 5 a plot
smaller values of the pair mass Q, we can obtain parton
of the extrapolated
CTEQ3M
antiquark density
xū(x,Q 2 )
densities
at lowerAlvero,
values of John
x than C.
in the
other processes
Lyndon
Collins,
Mark Strikman,
and J.
J. Whitmore
(1998)
with the statistical errors based on the cross sections shown
considered in this paper. The advantage of the Drell-Yan
in Fig. 4. Note that we consider the Drell-Yan process down
process is that one can go to fairly small Q values while still
to relatively small pair masses ;5 GeV. This assumes that,
trusting the pQCD formalism.
in the experiment, the detector will be able to suppress the
The dominant contribution for this process comes from
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background due to heavy flavor decays. Such suppression
the uū channel; the qg contributions are about 30 times

Other applications
Study of the centrality dependence of the leading hadron production in the
kinematics where pQCD works for pp collisions and badly violated for pA
collisions (so called Brahms eﬀect) . Explore whether the kinematic range
where this violation takes place extends to higher transverse momenta

Systematic study of the centrality dependence of hard production extending CMS
and ATLAS data using diﬀerent hard processes including separation of scattering
oﬀ valence quarks and gluons.

Measurement of superfast quarks (x> 1) in nuclei using VFD. Expected rates should
be much higher than for the current detector configurations.
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Conclusions

✸

VFD would allow to explore small x dynamics in a much wider
kinematic domain where nonlinear eﬀects are very likely

✸

Study multiparton 3D structure of nucleons

✸

New clues to dynamics of diﬀraction
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